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We study primality, hypercentrality, simplicity, and localization and the second 
layer condition in skew groups rings and group-graded rings. WC give necessary 
and sullicient conditions for the skew group ring of a torsion-free mlpotent group 
to be a simple ring, and if the coefficient ring is commutative, we give necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the skew group ring of an Abelian group to be simple. Our 
method involves showing certain group-graded rings are hypercentral. Our main 
results show that if G is a polycyclic-by-finite group and R is an Artinian ring or a 
commutative Noetherian ring, then a strongly G-graded ring with base ring R 
satisfies the second layer condition. We discuss consequences of this for localization 
in such rings. ( 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there has been a great deal of interest in the study of 
groups rings and of universal enveloping algebras of finite dimensional Lie 
algebras, and localization has played an important role in this study. It 
seems natural to allow the groups or Lie algebras involved to act upon 
their coefficient rings and thus to consider skew group rings and skew 
enveloping algebras. Another class of much-studied rings recently has been 
the class of group-graded rings [ 16, 12, 13, 42, 38, 39, 453. In this paper we 
consider various properties of skew group rings and group-graded rings, 
including primality, the Jacobson property, simplicity, and particularly the 
second layer condition. We will study skew enveloping algebras in a sub- 
sequent paper [2]. 
The theory of localization in noncommutative Noetherian rings has 
recently been developed extensively, with a reasonable theory worked out 
by several mathematicians (see the introduction to Sect. 6). The key con- 
dition in this development is the second layer condition introduced by 
Jategaonkar. One of the main results of this paper is the proof in Section 7 
that a ring which is strongly graded by a polycyclic-by-finite group satisfies 
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the second layer condition if its base ring satisfies any of several conditions, 
including being Artinian or commutative Noetherian. Our methods are 
essentially ring-theoretic, using only one basic fact (Proposition 2.4) about 
the structure of polycyclic-by-finite groups, in contrast to the proofs given 
by Jategaonkar in [27] and Brown in [6]. (They, however, proved slightly 
stronger properties; see our comments in the introduction to Sect. 7 and 
after Proposition 7.5.) 
In Section 2 we define group-graded rings and crossed products and 
determine some of their elementary properties. From now on let S be a 
strongly G-graded ring with base ring R. We remark on gradings by 
quotient groups of G and on when S is a crossed product. We also 
introduce the main class of groups to be studied in this paper, the class of 
polycyclic-by-finite groups, and in Proposition 2.5 we state a version of the 
Hilbert Basis Theorem for rings which are strongly graded by such groups. 
At the beginning of Section 3 we state another version involving G-in- 
variant ideals. In Section 3 we define various classes of G-invariant ideals, 
such as G-prime ideals. We give several characterizations of G-prime and 
G-semiprime ideals and we summarize some known results about the 
relations between prime ideals in R and S. 
In Section 4 we consider the Goldie and Jacobson conditions. In 
Proposition 4.1 we give a generalized version of a result of Shock, stating 
that the Goldie dimensions of R and S agree when G is a poly-Z group and 
in Proposition 4.2 we state conditions under which one can localize S at 
the set of regular elements of R. Proposition 4.4 shows that for certain 
polycyclic-by-finite groups G and rings R (namely those R which have no 
IGI-torsion), the ring R is a semiprime right Goldie ring if and only if the 
ring S is a semiprime right Goldie ring, and we determine when S is 
semiprimitive. We also apply work of Goldie and Michler and others and 
show in Proposition 4.6 that if R is a right Noetherian Jacobon ring and G 
is a polycyclic-by-finite group, then the crossed product R * G is a Jacob- 
son ring. 
In Section 5 we study hypercentrality and simplicity in crossed products. 
We show that if R is a G-hypercentral ring for a hypercentral group G, the 
strongly graded ring S is a hypercentral ring. We use this result to give 
some necessary and sufficient conditions for S to be simple. For a skew 
group ring R * G with G a torsion-free hypercentral group, we show in 
Proposition 5.6 that R * G is simple if and only if R is G-simple and no 
element of the center of G save the identity acts as conjugation by an 
element of the fixed subring RG. 
In Section 6 we introduce the second layer condition and the Artin-Rees 
property and briefly mention results of Jategoankar and others on 
localization in Noetherian rings. In Corollary 7.4 we use the hypercentral 
result of Section 5 and our work on AR ideals in Section 6 to show that if 
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G is polycyclic-by-finite, S satisfies the second layer condition if it has a 
commutative Noetherian base ring R. We also show that if I is a G-in- 
variant ideal of R with IS prime, then IS is classically localizable and if G is 
nilpotent and if for example R is G-simple, then all prime ideals in S are 
classically localizable. 
Throughout this paper all rings are associative with identity and all 
modules are unital. We will use N to denote the semigroup of nonnegative 
integers and Z to denote the group of integers. We will use c to indicate 
strict inclusion. An adjective like “Noetherian,” when applied to a ring, is 
understood to apply on both sides; hence a Noetherian ring is the same as 
a right and left Noetherian ring. Similarly, an ideal is said to have the AR 
property if it has the right and left AR properties, and so on. 
Unless otherwise stated, G will denote a group, R a ring, and S a 
strongly G-graded ring with base ring (equals identity component)R. The 
identities in R, S, and G (unless G is written additively) will all be denoted 
by 1; if we need to distinguish between them, we will attach a subscript. 
Some of the material in this paper appears in the author’s doctoral thesis 
at the University of Washington. I would like to thank my advisor, Robert 
B. Warlield, Jr., for his help and encouragement. I would also like to thank 
Kenneth A. Brown and Ronald S. Irving for their helpful comments. 
2. GROUP-GRADED RINGS 
If G is a group (or more generally a monoid), a ring S is called a 
G-graded ring if we can write S as a direct sum of additive subgroups 
s= &SC S(g) where S(g) S(h) c S(gh) for any g, h E G. It is easy to see 
in this case that R = S( 1) is a subring of S (containing the identity element 
of S) and that each S(g) is an R-R bimodule. We call R the base ring and 
S(g) the g-component of S. Elements of S(g) for some g E G are called 
homogeneous. We say S is strongly G-graded if S(g) S(h) = S( gh) for any 
g, h E G. This notion is due to Dade [ 161. Other examples and other classes 
of group-graded rings appear in [12, Sect. 2; 13, Sect. 01. (Both of these 
papers contain results for more general classes of graded rings than those 
we consider here, usually with the group G assumed to be finite.) 
An obvious example of a strongly G-graded ring with base ring R is the 
ordinary group ring RG. A generalized type of group ring, with a twisted 
multiplication, with which we will be concerned throughout this paper is 
the crossed product, defined as follows. Given a ring R, a group G, a map 0 
from G to the group Aut R of automorphisms of R, and a map p from 
G x G to the group of units of R, a crossed product (R, G, C, p) is a ring S 
which is a free right R-module on a basis {eg}gec and which satisfies the 
condition that for any r, SE R and g, h E G, we have (e,r)(ehs) = 
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e,,d&L h) r “(h’~. (We denote by r o(h) the result of the action of a(h) on r.) 
The maps c and p must satisfy certain conditions for the crossed product 
to exist. Those conditions may be derived by checking the associative law 
on the product (eg, r,)(e,,r2)(e,,r,). If a( 1) is the identity automorphism of 
R and p( 1, g) = p( g, 1) = 1 for each g E G, we say the maps c and p are nor- 
malized. We can always choose cr and p to be normalized. If p(g, h) is 
always 1, then the crossed product (R, G, 0, p) is called a skew group ring; 
in this case c is a group homomorphism. When there is no need to specify 
c and p, we will denote the crossed product or skew group ring (R, G, cr, p) 
by R * G. (For more on crossed products, see, e.g., [32, Sect. 11.) 
If S is a crossed product, then each ep is easily seen to be a unit in S and 
the identity of S is e,p( 1, 1) ‘. If we let S(g) = e,R = Re,, then it is clear 
that S= OyEG S(g) is a strongly G-graded ring whose base ring e, R is 
isomorphic to R via the map e, p( 1, 1) ’ r H r. In fact there is a converse 
result of sorts which we will find useful. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Dade [ 16, Theorem 5. lo]). Suppose G is a group and 
R is a ring. Then u ring S is u crossed product (R, G, C, p) .for some g and p 
if and only (f S has n G-gruding, with base ring isomorphic to R, ,for brhich 
every component contains 0 unit (qf S). 
ProoJ We indicated the proof of one direction above. For the converse, 
suppose S= @KEG S(g) is G-graded, each S(g) contains a unit ey and 
S( 1 )z R. We wish to show that S is some crossed product (R, G, C, p); 
since S( 1) ? R, we may clearly assume S( 1) = R and P, = 1 s. Deline 
y(K) = e-lre . K, by use of the grading one easily sees that Ed ’ E S(g- ‘), so 
e;‘rr,EfiS(g~i)S(l)S(g)~S(l). Thus o(g)EAut(R). Define p(g, h)= 
e xl,‘eyel,; again p(g, h) is clearly a unit of R. To finish the proof, note 
e,re,,s=e,~,,e~,,‘e,e,,r,‘re,~s=e,,p(g, h) F(“‘s. 
Before stating the next proposition, we give an example of a strongly 
Z-graded ring which is not a crossed product. Let R bc a commutative 
Dedekind domain containing an ideal Z which is not principal and put 
s= o,:= x”Z”. The ring S is easily seen to be strongly Z-graded, but it 
is not a crocsed product since Z is not principal. (Here the variable x is cen- 
tral and simply acts as a place-holder.) 
In many cases, however, a strongly group-graded ring must be a crossed 
product, as the next result shows. Recall that a ring R is semilocal if R/J(R) 
is semisimple Artinian and a ring R has the invariant basis number property 
(IBN) if a finitely generated free right R-module cannot have two bases of 
different sizes (see [ 141). 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [39, Lemma 1.3.25 and Corollary 1.3.261. Suppose S 
is a strongly G-graded ring with base ring R. Zf either R is a semilocal ring or 
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R is a ring with the IBN property for which every finitely generated projec- 
tive right module is free, then S is a crossed product. 
The class of crossed products also includes some generalizations of 
polynomial and Laurent rings. Suppose G is an infinite cyclic group with 
generator g and R is a ring. Then the crossed product R*G equals the skew 
Laurent ring R[x, xP ‘; cp] where cp is the automorphism a(g) and x = es. 
Conversely, given a skew Laurent ring R[x, x I; cp], we can regard it as a 
skew group ring R*Z. Similarly, the class of skew polynomial rings 
R[x; cp] with cp an automorphism is the same as the class of crossed 
products R*bJ. 
We will be interested in extensions of groups and what can be said about 
the corresponding group-graded rings. Let S be a G-graded ring with base 
ring R and with S= BKEG. S(g). If H is a subgroup of G, the sum S(H) = 
0 ,,EH S(h) is a subring of S which is clearly an H-graded ring with base 
ring R. If S is strongly G-graded, S(H) is strongly H-graded. (With this 
notation, note S= S(G) and R = S( { 1 I).) 
The proof of the next proposition is straightforward. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose S = ey E <; S(g) is a [strongly] G-graded ring 
with base ring R and N is a normal subgroup qf G. Then S is a [strongly] 
G/N-graded ring with base ring S(N) and components of the ,form S( gN) = 
0 1; t N S( gx) ( as g runs through a transversal of N in G). 
If R*G = (R, G, c, p) is a crossed product, then it is also a crossed 
product of the form (R*N, G/N, r~, p,) with the action of c, defined by 
fl(XW = e 1 d se,, where we pick the elements g from a transversal of N in G. 
Note that this proposition enables us to regard the same ring as a graded 
ring over several different groups. We will often make use of the 
proposition without explicit reference to it. It will be understood that when 
a G-graded ring S is regarded as a G/N-graded ring, the new grading will 
be the one described in the proposition. 
We will also be interested in versions of the Hilbert Basis Theorem 
relating Noetherianness of R and S. In general we know that each S(g) is 
an R-R bimodule; if S is actually strongly G-graded, then each S(g) is a 
finitely generated projective generator as both a right and left R-module. 
To see this, let h = g -’ and note S(g) S(h) = S( 1) = R, so for some .Y:),..., 
SF’ E S(g) and si”,..., sp) E S(h), we have 1 = Cy=, s~).$,). Thus for any 
sg E S(g), .sy = C;= , s~)(.s~)s~); each sj;)s, E R, so S(g) = C:= , sy)R. Also, the 
maps taking s to sci)s are right R-module homomorphisms; this shows 
S(g) is in fact “,rojeiiivi by the well-known Dual Basis Lemma. Using the 
fact that S(h) S(g) = R, one can show that the right R-module RH is a 
homomorphic image of some finite direct sum of copies of S(g), so S(g) is 
a generator of Mod-R. A similar result holds on the left. Thus for example 
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if G is a finite group and S is strongly G-graded, the ring S is finitely 
generated and projective both as a right and left R-module. Obviously this 
fails in general; for example, let R be a field, G = { 1, g} be cyclic of order 2, 
and let S(g) be an R-vector-space of infinite dimension with multiplication 
defined by S( g)2 = 0. 
To retain Noetherianness, it is necessary to stick to a certain class of 
groups. The main class of groups we will be interested in, particularly for 
the localization theory, is the class of poly-{cyclic or j?nitef groups, i.e., 
groups having a (finite) subnormal series each of whose factors is either 
finite or infinite cyclic. We will also be interested in polycyclic groups and 
poly- { infinite cyclic} (or poly-Z) groups, which are defined analogously. 
The next proposition, which is well known, shows that a poly-{cyclic or 
finite} group has a normal poly-Z group of finite index, and we will accor- 
dingly refer to such groups as polyqvlic-hy$inite groups. This proposition 
is an easy consequence of [41, Lemma 10.2.9, p. 4251 and the fact that all 
subgroups and factor groups of poly-{cyclic or finite} groups are them- 
selves poly- (cyclic or finite > and hence are finitely generated. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Jf G is a poly-{ qaclic or ,finite} group, then G has n 
series of characteristic subgroups { 1 ) = G,, s G, c G G,, G G,, + , = G such 
that G,IG,_ , is afree Ahelian group ef,finite rank,for 1 < i < n and G/G,, is a 
finite group. 
For crossed products, the next proposition is a well-known consequence 
of the Hilbert Basis Theorem for skew polynomial rings. The result for 
group rings is due to Hall [21, Theorem 11. We present a proof here 
because we will need some of the ideas later. We note that Quinn [45] has 
obtained similar results without the assumption of strong G-grading. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. !f G is a polyc>yclic-by:finite group and S is a strongl? 
G-graded ring with base ring R, then S has the ascending chain condition 
(a.c.c.) on right ideals [resp. left ideals, t\co-sided ideals] if R does. 
Prooj: By Proposition 2.3, we need only prove the proposition for G 
finite or G infinite cyclic. If G is finite, then S is finitely generated as an 
R-module, and the result is well known in this case. 
Thus we may assume G is infinite cyclic, say with generator g. For a 
right ideal I of S and a positive integer n, define 
Id,,(Z)= rfR rf i 
{ I 
.siEZfor some S,ES(g’) for -n+l <i< -1 
,= --,,t I I 
(We think of Id,(l) as the set of leading coefficients of elements of I of 
length at most n.) It is clear that each Id,,(l) is a right ideal of R and that 
Id,(l)zld,(I)z .‘.. 
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Suppose Z and J are right ideals with .Zc I and Id,(Z) = Id,(J) for each 
positive integer n: we claim that I= J. If not, then there must be an element 
x=CP=, s, (s; E S(g’)) in Z\J with h - a as small as possible. Since 
R = S( go) contains the identity, x E xR = xS( gP”) S( g”), so we cannot have 
xS(gPb)zJ. As xS(g-h) GZ, this shows that we may assume b= 0. Thus 
x = so + C,L’, si and so s,,~ld, . ..(I) = Id, -JJ). This means there is an 
element y = so + C,‘, Si E .Z z I. Since x - y is in Z and has length - 1 - a, 
which is less than b - a, our choice of x implies x - y E J. This contradicts 
the fact that x 4 J. Thus Z = J. 
Now suppose I, z I, c . .., is a chain of right ideals in S. Clearly 
ld,(Z,)~ld,(Z,)~ ..., so by right Noetherianness of R, there is a k such 
that Idk(Zk) = Id,,(Z,,) for all n 3 k. It is clear that in fact Idk(Zk) = fd,,(Z,) for 
all n, m 3 k. Consider the chains fd,(Z,) c Id,(Z,) g . .., for 1 < j < k - 1. 
Again by Noetherianness, there is an n, which we may choose bigger than 
k, such that .!d,(Z,) = Id,(Z,,,) for m 3 n and all j with 1 < j < k - 1. But this 
equality already holds for j > k, so in fact Id,(Z,,) = Id,(Z,) for all m 3 n and 
all j, and so by the previous paragraph, Z,, = Z,n for all m 2 n. This shows S 
is right Noetherian. The proof in the other cases is identical. 
3. IDEAL THEORY IN STRONGLY GROUP-GRADED RINGS 
We now proceed to study questions of primality, semiprimitivity, and 
simplicity in G-graded rings and particularly in crossed products. This will 
require us to restrict the group G a great deal. In this section we consider 
mainly primality and semiprimality. 
For the rest of this paper G will be a group, R a ring, and S a strongly 
G-graded ring. We can define a permutation action of G on the ideals of R 
bydefiningZ”=S(gP’)ZS(g): thisisanidealofR. (IfS=(R,G,a,p)isa 
crossed product, then I” = Z0(p).  It is easy to verify, using the strength of 
the G-grading (see [42]), that the mapping taking Z to I” preserves inter- 
sections, sums, inclusion, and products, that I’ = Z, and that for elements g, 
h of G and an ideal Z of R, (Zg)h = ZKh. 
We define an ideal Z of R to be G-invariant if I” = Z for every g E G; 
clearly it is enough to check that ZK s Z for g E G. Alternately, an ideal Z of 
R is G-invariant if ZS( g) = S(g) Z for all g E G. A proper G-invariant ideal Z 
of R is said to be G-maximal if the only G-invariant ideal of R strictly con- 
taining Z is R itself; the ring R is said to be G-simple if 0 is a G-maximal 
ideal of R. A G-invariant ideal Z of R is said to be G-prime if for any G-in- 
variant ideals J and K of R with JK 5 Z, either JC Z or KC I; the concept of 
G-semiprime ideal is defined in the same way with J= K. Finally R is 
G-prime [resp. G-semiprime] if 0 is a G-prime [resp. G-semiprime] ideal of 
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R. It is clear that if R is simple [prime, semiprime], then R is G-simple 
[G-prime, G-semiprime]. 
If Z is a G-invariant ideal of R and S is strongly G-graded, then 
SI=IS=&G IS(g) is an ideal of S with IS n R = I. We can define a 
natural strong G-grading on SJIS with base ring isomorphic to R/I and 
components S( g)/ZS( g). Conversely, if J is an ideal of S, then Jn R is a 
G-invariant ideal of R and (Jn R) SE J. 
Because the action of G preserves intersections, products, and inclusions, 
maximal ideals go to maximal ideals and prime ideals go to prime ideals 
under this action; thus the BrownMcCoy radical (the intersection of all 
maximals ideals of R) and the prime radical of R are G-invariant ideals. In 
addition, one can check that if A4 is a simple right R-module, then 
M OR S(g) is a simple right R-module with annihilator (ann M)” (see [39, 
Lemma 1.3.30, p. 351 or [38, Lemma 3.11) so the action of G takes right 
primitive ideals to right primitive ideals and hence the Jacobson radical of 
R is G-invariant. 
As an example, if G is a finite group and R is a G-simple ring, then for 
any maximal ideal M of R, each M” is a maximal ideal and n, t c; M” = 0. 
Thus by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, R is isomorphic to a direct 
product of at most ICI simple rings, each one isomorphic to some R/MK. If 
S = R*G is a crossed product, then each R/M” z R/M. 
Before proceeding to the study of primality, we state one result about 
chain conditions. The next result shows that if we make a stronger 
assumption about the group G, we can improve the version of the Hilbert 
Basis Theorem given in Proposition 2.5. Note that this proposition applies 
to supersoloable groups, that is groups having a finite series of normal sub- 
groups with cyclic factors. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose G is a group having a ,finite series of normal 
subgroups with cyclic or finite factors and S is a strongly G-graded ring with 
base ring R. Then S has the a.c.c. on ideals lf and only if R has the a.c.c. on 
G-invariant ideals. 
Proof Necessity is obvious. To prove sufficiency, it is enough to show 
that if R has that a.c.c. on G-invariant ideals and N is a cyclic or finite nor- 
mal subgroup of G, then S(N) has the a.c.c. on G/N-invariant ideals. 
(Recall our convention that S(N) is regarded as strongly G/N-graded in the 
natural way.) 
In proving this we will first make use of results of Fisher in [ 171 to show 
that if H is a subgroup of G of finite index and R has the a.c.c. on G-in- 
variant ideals, then R has the a.c.c. on H-invariant ideals. Since H contains 
a normal subgroup of finite index, we may assume H is normal in G. Let M 
be the lattice of H-invariant ideals of R. Then G/H acts on A4 in an obvious 
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way, namely I M = Zg, and the fixed sublattice MC;‘” is clearly the lattice of 
G-invariant ideals of R. Since A4 is a modular lattice and MC’” satisfies the 
a.c.c., the main theorem in [ 171 implies that M satisfies the a.c.c. 
Now suppose N is a finite or cyclic normal subgroup of G. Let H be the 
centralizer of N in G. Each element of G acts by conjugation as an 
automorphism of N, so there is a homomorphism from G to Aut N with 
kernel H. If N is either finite or cyclic, Aut N is finite, so [G: H] is finite. 
Thus R has the a.c.c. on H-invariant ideals. 
Let Z be a G/N-invariant ideal of S(N): we claim that S( g ‘) IS(g) = Z 
for all g E G. This follows from the following calculation: 
,,,nr t N 
= 1 
,,.n, t N 
(Note S(n) Is(m) = Z because Z is an ideal of S(N).) 
Suppose N is infinite cyclic with generator x. Then just as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.5, we define 
s, E I 
for some SUES for -(k- l)<i< -1 
I 
for any positive integer k. It is easy to see that this is an H-invariant ideal 
of R since H centralizes X. Just as in the proof of Proposition 2.5, we see 
that the existence of an infinite ascending chain of G/N-invariant ideals of 
S(N) would lead to a violation of the a.c.c. on H-invariant ideals of R. 
Suppose N is finite. Then for any G/N-invariant ideal Z of S(N) and any 
subset X of N not containing 1, define 
Id,(Z)= rER r+ c 
{ I 
s,EZ for some .s,ES(g) for gEX . 
,?tX 
Since H centralizes N, it is easy to check that Id,(Z) is an H-invariant ideal 
of R. Since N is finite, it is clear that if Z and J are ideals of S(N) with J c Z 
and ld,(Z)=/d,(J) for every Xs G\ { 1 }, then J=Z. Since Id,(Z) is an 
H-invariant ideal of R and R has the a.c.c. on H-invariant ideals, we see 
immediately that no infinite ascending chain of G/N-invariant ideals of 
S(N) can exist. 
The following results give different characterizations of G-primality and 
G-semiprimality. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Suppose R*G = (R, G, o, p) is a crossed product. 
(i) The ring R is G-prime if and only tffor every nonzero a, h E R, we 
have a”(“‘Rb # 0 for some g E G. 
(ii) The ring R is G-semiprime if and only if for every nonzero a E R, 
we have a”(“‘Ra # 0 for some g E G. 
Proqfi We prove only (i); the proof of (ii) is similar. 
(+- ) Suppose J and K are nonzero G-invariant ideals for which JK = 0. 
If a E J and b E K are nonzero, then a”‘“‘R z J for all g E G, so agCK’Rb = 0, 
contradicting the hypothesis. 
(-+) Suppose a gI’Y’Rb=O for all gEG. Set J=CRtti Ra”‘“‘R and 
K= &EC; RbuCY’R. It is easy to check that J and K are G-invariant ideals of 
R and using the properties of crossed products, one can show that JK= 0. 
Thus by G-primality, either J = 0 or K = 0 and so either u = 0 or b = 0. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose S is a strongly G-graded ring with base ring R. An 
ideal I of R is G-prime [resp. G-semiprime] if and only if I = P n R ,for a 
prime [resp. semiprime] ideal P of S. 
Proof We prove only the prime case since the proof of the semiprime 
case is almost identical. 
(t ) Suppose P n R = I where P is prime in S and suppose that J and 
K are G-invariant ideals of R with JK c I. Then JS and KS are ideals of S 
and their product is clearly contained in JKS, which in turn is contained in 
P, so either JS c P or KS c P. This obviously implies either Jc P n R = I 
or K s P n R = I, so we see I is G-prime. 
(+ ) Suppose I is a G-prime ideal of R. Then since IS n R = I, there is 
an ideal P of S maximal with respect to P n R = I. A standard argument 
using G-primality of I and the fact that ideals of S intersect to G-invariant 
ideals of R shows that P is prime. 
COROLLARY 3.4. An ideal of R is G-semiprime if and only if it is the 
intersection of G-prime ideuls of R. 
Proof1 (+ ) This is obvious. 
(-) Let I be a G-semiprime ideal of R. By Lemma 3.3, there is a 
semiprime ideal J of S with Jn R = I. It is well known that J= fi,, A P, for 
prime ideals P, of S, so I=JnR=r)..,(P,nR), and each P,nR is a 
G-prime ideal of R by Lemma 3.3. 
If R satisfies appropriate chain conditions, we can describe G-primality 
and G-semiprimality in a nice way. Suppose R is semiprime and has only 
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finitely many minimal prime ideals P,,..., P,; clearly G permutes the P,. If 
G acts transitively on {PI,..., P,} then R is G-prime. To see this, suppose 
JK = 0 for G-invariant ideals J and K of R and let P be any minimal prime 
ideal of R. Since P is prime, either Jc P or Kc P, say J G P. Then 
J= Jg E Pg for all gE G and so by transitivity of the action of G, we have 
Jc CLG P”=(-);=l P;=O. 
Conversely, if R is semiprime with finitely many minimal prime ideals 
and R is G-prime, then G acts transitively on {P, ,..., P,}. Suppose G does 
not act transitively on this set of minimal primes; then by renumbering the 
P,, we may assume {P, ,..., P,} is the orbit of P, under the action of G for 
some I< n. This implies {P,, , ,..., P,} is a union of orbits, so J= ni=, Pi 
and K= n;=,+, Pi are G-invariant ideals of R. Since JK E Jn K = 0, we see 
that R is not G-prime. 
The proof of the next lemma applies the above observations. As we 
remark in the proof, if R is G-semiprime then it has only finitely many 
minimal prime ideals. (The lemma is also true without any chain con- 
ditions on R if G is finite, as is shown by Proposition 3.7. In this case R has 
only finitely many minimal prime ideals if it is G-prime.) 
LEMMA 3.5. Let R he a ring which either has the a.c.c. on ideals or is 
right Goldie or has the a.c.c. on right and lqft annihilators. Then R is 
G-semiprime if and only tf R is semiprime, and R is G-prime if and only if R 
is semiprime and G acts transitively on the set of minimal prime ideals of R. 
Proof: Any of these conditions on R imply that is prime radical N is 
nilpotent. In the first case this is because N is clearly the maximal nilpotent 
ideal of R; if R has the a.c.c. and d.c.c. on annihilators this is because of a 
result of Herstein and Small [23, Theorem I] and if R is right Goldie this 
follows from a result of Lanski [31, Theorem 11. As N is a G-invariant 
ideal of R, we must have N = 0 if R is G-semiprime. Since in any of these 
cases R has the a.c.c. on annihilator ideals, a standard argument (see [ 11, 
Lemma 1.16, p. 131) shows that R has only finitely many minimal primes. 
The lemma now follows from the discussion preceding it. 
We now state two results on semiprime and prime ideals in strongly 
group-graded rings which we will need later. The first result gives con- 
ditions which ensure that S is a domain, a prime ring, or a semiprime ring. 
Recall that a group G is orderable [resp. right orderable] if one can define a 
total order < on G such that whenever a, b, g E G and a < b, both ag < bg 
and ga < gb [resp. whenever a, b, gE G and a < b, then ag < bg]. Any 
locally free or torsion-free locally nilpotent group is orderable. (See 130, 
Corollaries 4 and 5, pp. 16, 171.) Proposition 4.8(a) in the case of crossed 
products is due to Bovdi [4]; parts (b) and (c) are due to Passman [42, 
Corollaries 4.6 and 5.63. To state Passman’s result we need to introduce 
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some terminology. If G is a group and R is a ring, we say R has no ICI-tor- 
sion if for every finite subgroup H of G and every r E R, if 1 HI . Y = 0, then 
r = 0. Note if R has no Z-torsion, then R has no IGI-torsion for any group 
G. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose S is a strongly G-graded ring with base 
ring R. 
(a) If G is a right orderable group, then R is a domain if and only ifs 
is a domain. 
(b) If G is a torsion-free group, then S is prime if and or@ if R is 
G-prime. 
(c) If R has no IGl-torsion, then S is semiprime if and only if R is 
G-semiprime. 
The next proposition summarizes the relations between prime ideals in R 
and in S when G is finite. The results for strongly graded rings are due to 
Nastasescu and Cohen and Montgomery; for crossed products, these 
results are due to Lorenz and Passman [33]. Similar results hold without 
the strong G-grading: see [ 12, Sect. 71. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let G be a finite group and let S be a strongly 
G-graded ring with base ring R. 
(a) If P is a prime ideal qf S, then there is a prime ideal Q of R such 
that P= nRtG. Q”. 
(b) If Q is a prime ideal qf R, then there is a prime ideal P of S such 
that Pn R= npGG Qg. Moreover, there are at most IG/ such prime ideals P 
of s. 
(c) If P is a prime ideal of S and I is an ideal of S properly containing 
P, then In R 3 P n R and no prime ideal containing In R is minimal over 
PnR. 
In (a) and (b), the prime ideal Q is minimal over the semiprime ideal P n R. 
Proqf: Statements (a) and (b) follow from [38, Theorem 4.1 and 
Corollary 4.21. (The fact that there are at most IGI prime ideals P in (b) 
follows from [ 12, Theorem 7.3(2)].) Since G is Finite and Pn R = fiKFG Qx, 
some QR must be a minimal prime ideal of the G-invariant ideal P n R. The 
action of G on the ideals of R is a lattice automorphism, so this implies Q 
is a minimal prime ideal of P n R. 
Statement (c) follows from [12, Theorem 7.11. (They only state their 
result for I prime, but it is valid for any ideal by a standard trick. If 
In R = P n R, then there is an ideal Q containing I which is maximal with 
respect to Q n R = P n R: such a Q is easily seen to be prime.) 
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4. THE GOLDIE AND JACOBSON CONDITIONS IN 
STRONGLY GROUP-GRADED RINGS 
We now consider rings with chain conditions. First we prove a result 
about Goldie dimension. (Recall that the right Goldie dimension of a ring R 
is the supremum of the sizes of the sets of independent right ideals in R.) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose S is a strongly G-graded ring with base ring 
R. If G is any group, then the right Goldie dimension of S is greater than or 
equal to the right Goldie dimension of R. If G is a poly-Z group, then R and 
S have the same right Goldie dimension. 
Proqf: The first claim follows from the fact that if {ll}XtA is an 
independent family of right ideals in R, the collection { Z,S), t n is an 
independent family of right ideals in S; this fact is a consequence of the 
strong G-grading. 
For the second claim, we note that by induction it suffices to prove that 
R and S have the same right Goldie dimension when S is a strongly 
Z-graded ring with base ring R. This is proved by adapting the proof given 
by Shock [ 52, Sect. 11 for ordinary polynomial rings. We sketch the proof. 
By the first part of the proposition, all we have to show is that if R has 
finite right Goldie dimension n, so does S. 
First one shows that (i) given any s E S, there is a homogeneous element 
h of S and a right ideal J of R such that sh = xp_ ,I si for some elements 
S,E S(i) with s,#O and with r - ann.(s,) =J for all nonzero s,, and (ii) 
anytime sh =Cp=, s, with r -ann,Js,) =.J for each nonzero s,, the right 
annihilator in S of sh equals JS. 
Next we show that if U is a uniform right ideal of R, then US is a 
uniform right ideal of S. If this is not true then we can choose a nonzero 
element f of US of minimal length (if f = ChEa s, where s,, s,, # 0, we define 
the length off’ to be h - a + 1) such that fS is not an essential S-submodule 
of US. Next we choose a nonzero gE US of minimal length for which 
,fSn gS= 0. By the remarks of the last paragraph we may assume 
f=XP_ ,I si where s0 #O and r - ann.(s,) =J for all nonzero s, and 
k = Cl= -k 3, where .?(, # 0 and r - ann,(s”,) = “7 for all nonzero Si. 
Since sO, S, E U and U is uniform, there are elements r, ? of R with sOr = 
S,7 # 0. Note that ,fr - gF has smaller length than g, so there are s, SE S with 
,fis = (,fr - g?) Sf 0. This implies that .f(r& s) = gE, so by choice of ,f and 
g, both sides of this equation must be zero. But our choice of ,f and g and 
the fact that sOr = S,,v” imply that all nonzero components of fr and g7 have 
the same annihilators in R and hence by (ii), fr and g? have the same 
annihilator in S. This implies frS= gE= 0 and so ,fi = 0, contradicting 
,fi#O. This contradiction shows US is in fact a uniform right ideal of S. 
Finally, we have to show if I and J are right ideals of R and I is essential 
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as an R-submodule of J, then Zs is essential as an S-submodule of JS. To 
show this it suffices to show each IS(n) is essential as an R-submodule of 
X3(n). Given XEJS(~), we have xS( -n) #O and xS( -n) E 1, so 
xS( -n) n I# 0. Therefore xR n IS(n) = (xS( -n) n I) S(n) # 0. This proves 
essentiality and completes the proof of the proposition. 
We note that the proposition can be greatly generalized if we introduce 
the tool of directed unions of rings. (We call a ring R a directed union of the 
subrings { Rsr}ztA if it is the ordinary union of these subrings and for any 
c(, , z2 E A there is a /II E A such that R,, u Rx2 C_ R,,.) One can check that the 
following properties are preserved under directed unions of rings: 
semiprimality, primality, right Goldie dimension <n, no chain of 
annihilators of length greater than n. 
Since any group is the directed union of its finitely generated subgroups, 
any strongly G-graded ring S is the directed union of the subrings S(H) 
where H runs over the finitely generated subgroups of G. Using the above 
remarks, we immediately see that the right Goldie dimensions of R and S 
are the same whenever G is a torsionfree Abelian group. Using transfinite 
induction and directed unions again, we see that the right Goldie dimen- 
sions of R and S agree if G has an ascending (possibly transfinite) series 
whose factors are torsionfree Abelian. 
We will need to do some localization in strongly G-graded rings. If 
R*G = (R, G, (T, p) is a crossed product and C is a right denominator set in 
R with C”‘“‘= C for every g E G, then it is not hard to show that C is a 
right denominator set in R*G. We can extend 0 and p in a natural way to 
operate on RC ’ and thus define a crossed product (RC ’ )*G which is 
easily seen to be isomorphic to (R*G) Cp ‘. 
Recall that an element c of R is right regulur if cr = 0 implies r = 0 for 
any r E R and an element c of R is regular if it is right and left regular. We 
say R has a classicul right quotient ring if C is a right Ore set in R. If C is 
the set of regular elements of R and R has a classical right quotient ring 
RC- ‘, then if R*G = (R, G, (T, p) is a crossed product, the above shows 
that C is a right Ore set of regular elements of R*G. Thus R*G has a 
classical right quotient ring (2 if and only if RC-‘*G has Q as a classical 
right quotient ring. 
The situation in general strongly G-graded rings does not seem to be so 
clear. The following proposition shows that in some cases we can localize. 
We need to introduce some machinery first. Suppose that R is a ring whose 
prime radical N is nilpotent of index k and that R/N is right Goldie. Then 
for any right R-module M, we define the reduced runk of’M by 
r-rk(M)= i tf-rk(MN’ ‘/MN’). 
,=I 
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Here tf - &(&IN’- ‘/MN’) is the torsion-free rank of the module 
MN’- ‘/MN’ over the semiprime right Goldie ring R/N, i.e., it is the com- 
position length of the semisimple module (MN’- ‘/MN’) ORIN Q(R/N) 
over the semisimple Artinian quotient ring Q(R/N) of R/N. Reduced rank 
is described in [ 11, Chap. 21; we note that it is additive on short exact 
sequences. 
Cohen and Rowen in [ 13, Propositions 1.6 and 1.101 have proved a ver- 
sion of the next proposition for R a semiprime right Goldie ring with a 
weaker hypothesis on the grading of S. (For generalities on loalization, see 
[15, Chap. 121 or [28].) 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let S he a strongly G-graded ring with base ring R and 
suppose that R has a right Artinian classical right quotient ring. Then the set 
C of regular elements of R is a right Ore set of regular elements in S, and the 
localization SC-’ can he strongly G-graded in a natural way with base ring 
RC-‘. In fact, SC-’ is a crossed product. Furthermore, every component 
S(g) contains a regular element of S. 
Proof: To show C consists of regular elements in S, we simply have to 
show that if csR =0 for CE C and .Y~E S(g), then s,=O (and the 
corresponding result on the left). This follows from the strong G-grading 
and the regularity of c in R. 
To prove C satisfies the right Ore condition in S, it suffices, using the 
common multiple property of C in R, to show that cS(g) n sn C # @ for 
any CE C, SUE S(g), i.e., to show that the right R-module S(g)/cS(g) is 
C-torsion. Since c is regular, the right R-module homomorphism from S(g) 
to cS( g) which takes s, to CS~ is an isomorphism. This means that S(g) and 
cS(g) have the same reduced rank. 
We will now apply the form of Small’s Theorem given by Warfield in 
[55, Theorem 33. Part of this theorem states that R has finite reduced 
rank, so since S(g) is finitely generated and reduced rank is additive, each 
S(g) has finite reduced rank. Again by additivity, this implies that 
S(g)/cS(g) has reduced rank 0. By [55, Lemma 4 and Theorem 31, this 
implies S( g)/cS( g) is C-torsion. 
It is easy to see that SC ’ is isomorphic to @,, G S(g) C- ’ and so is 
strongly G-graded. Since a right Artinian ring is semilocal, Proposition 2.2 
implies that any strongly G-graded ring over RC-’ is actually a crossed 
product. Proposition 2.1 thus implies that every S(g) C-l contains a unit 
of SC- ‘. From this it is clear that every S(g) contains a regular element of 
S. 
The next two results tell us something about the Jacobson radical of 
strongly graded rings when we restrict the base ring and the group suf- 
ficiently. For R an integral domain S a crossed product, this result is due to 
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Bovdi [4]. One consequence of the next result is that for a right 
Noetherian ring R with prime radical N and for a nontrivial ordered group 
G, the Jacobson radical of S is NS, which is nilpotent. 
We note that the proof of the proposition resembles very closely the 
proof of the first half of Theorem 1.11 in [ 191. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let S be a strongly G-graded ring with base ring R. 
Suppose G is a nontrivial ordered group and either R is semiprime right 
Goldie or R is a domain. Then S is semiprimitive. 
Proof. First suppose that R is semiprime right Goldie. It is well known 
that R has only finitely many minimal primes, and that these primes have 
zero intersection, so we can write 0 = I, n .. . n I,, where each Z, is the 
intersection of an orbit of minimal prime ideals of R under the action of G. 
Each I, is a G-invariant ideal of R, so Z,S is an ideal of S and S/I,S is a 
strongly G-graded ring with base ring R/I,. It is enough to show each S/I,S 
is semiprimitive, and Lemma 3.5 implies that each R/Z, is G-prime, so we 
may assume either R is a domain or R is a G-prime semiprime right Goldie 
ring. 
Let J be the Jacobson radical of S and let 
sy E J for some s, E S(g) 
This is easily seen to be a G-invariant ideal of R. Suppose r E Id(J) is right 
regular, say f= r + C p< 1 sR E J. Note that r is right regular in S (because S 
is strongly graded). 
Pick h in G such that gh > 1 for any g in the support off and let sh be a 
right regular element in S(h). (There is such an s,, if R is semiprime right 
Goldie by Proposition 4.2; if R is a domain, then every nonzero 
homogeneous element of S is regular.) Since f is in J, there is an 
f= CgtC; J7fi~ S with (1 +,fsh)r= 1. If x is the least element of the support 
of 7 and 5., is the x component of 7, then x = 1 and s”, = 1. Thus we see that 
rsIISV = 0 where y is the largest element of the support off and .$ is the y 
component of J But rs,, is right regular, so S, must be 0. This contradiction 
shows that Id(J) cannot contain a right regular element of R. 
If R is a domain this immediately implies that Id(J) = 0 and hence that 
J= 0. Suppose that R is semiprime right Goldie and G-prime. Since Id(J) is 
an ideal of R which does not contain a right regular element, it follows by 
Goldie’s Theorem that it cannot be essential as a right ideal of R. Since it is 
a two-sided ideal, this implies it has a nonzero left annihilator. This left 
annihilator must be G-invariant since Id(J) is. However, R is G-prime, so 
Id(J) must be 0. Thus J=O in either case. 
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Note that if G is a poly-Z group, then the hypothesis of the first sentence 
of (b) in the following proposition is always satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose S is a strongly G-graded ring with base 
ring R. 
(a) [f S is a semiprime right Goldie ring, then R is a semiprime right 
Goldie ring. 
(b) Suppose G is a polycyclic-by:finite group and R has no (Cl-torsion. 
Then R is semiprime right Goldie if and only if S semiprime right Goldie. If 
R is semiprime right Goldie, then S is semiprimitive !f and only [f either R is 
semiprimitive or G is infinite. 
Proof: (a) Since R is a subring of S and S embeds in an Artinian ring, 
R has the a.c.c. on right and left annihilators. Thus by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, 
R is semiprime. Furthermore, R has finite right Goldie dimension by 
Proposition 4.1. 
(b) Suppose R is semiprime right Goldie. By Proposition 3.6(c), we 
see that the ring S is semiprime. Also, Proposition 4.2 shows that to prove 
S is semiprime right Goldie, it is enough to prove this when R is replaced 
by its Goldie quotient ring, so we may assume R is semisimple Artinian. By 
Proposition 2.5 this implies S is Noetherian and so S is indeed semiprime 
right Goldie. 
Suppose G is finite, say ICI =n, and R is semiprimitive. If M is a simple 
right R-module, then as we remarked at the beginning of Section 3, each 
A4 OK S(g) is a simple right R-module. Thus A4 @ S = eKE G‘ MO S(g) is 
a semisimple R-module of composition length n. Since R is a subring of S, 
this implies M@S is an S-module with a composition series of length at 
most n and so (M @ S) J(S)” = 0. Suppose x E .I( S)“, say x = 1, E G sy . Then 
for any rnrzM and gEG we have (m@l)xS(g-‘)=O, so we get 
ms,S( g ‘) = 0. Since this is true for any simple right R-module, we have 
S,E J( R) S(g). This implies J(S)” c_ J(R) S = 0. Since S is semiprime, this 
implies S is semiprimitive. 
Conversely, suppose S is semiprimitive and G is finite. Then S has a 
faithful semisimple right module M. Using a version of Clifford’s Theorem 
for rings strongly graded by finite groups [38, Lemma 3.21 we see that M 
is a semisimple R-module. Thus R is semiprimitive. 
In general, if G is an infinite polycyclic-by-finite group, then Proposition 
2.4 implies that G has a (nontrivial) normal poly-Z subgroup N of finite 
index. By iterating Proposition 4.3 we see S(N) is semiprimitive and so by 
the last paragraph S has nilpotent, and hence zero, Jacobson radical. This 
completes the proof. 
The above proof shows that anytime R is semiprime right Goldie and G 
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is polycyclic-by-unite, j(S) is nilpotent if either G is infinite or R is 
semiprimitive. It follows from [38, Corollary 3.21 that for any polycyclic- 
by-linite group G and any ring R with nilpotent Jacobson radical, J(S) is 
nilpotent. 
The following result is proved via a straightforward inductive argument 
using localization and a result of Jategaonkar [25, Theorem 3.11. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let 5’ he a strongly G-graded ring with base ritzg R. If 
R has a right Artinian classical right quotient ring and G is a polycyciic-hy- 
fir&e group, then S has a right Artinian classical right quotient ring. 
As with our result on Goldie dimension, both these last two results may 
be generalized using directed unions and inductive arguments. One key fact 
is that any directed union of semiprime right Goldie rings with right Goldie 
dimension at most n is a semiprime right Goldie ring with right Goldie 
dimension at most 12. This follows from the discussion after Proposition 4.1, 
since in a semiprime right Goldie ring R of right Goidie dimension m, 
every chain of right annihilators has length at most IY~ (because R embeds 
in semisimple ring which has no chain of right ideals of length greater than 
m). For example, if G has an ascending series whose factors are torsionfree 
Abelian, then R is semiprime right Goldie if and only if S is semiprime 
right Goldie. For more general results for group rings and twisted group 
rings, see [S] and [24]. 
We now state an extension of a result of Goldie and Michler in [19] and 
a result of Roseblade in [48] to crossed products. (A ring is said to be 
Jacobson if every prime ideal is an intersection of primitive ideals.) 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Suppose R*G is a crossed product and G is a 
pol.wycIic-by-finite group. If R is a right Noetherian Jacobson ring, then 
R * G is a right Noetherian Jacobson ring. 
Pro@ It clearly suffices to prove the proposition for G finite or in~nite 
cyclic. If G is infinite cyclic, then R * G is Jacobson by [ 19, Theorem I .12], 
since R * G is a skew Laurent extension of R. 
Suppose now G is finite, R is Jacobson, and P is a prime ideal of 
S=R*G. We may pass to R/PnR and so assume PnR=O and R is 
semiprime (by Proposition 3.7). Since R is a Jacobson ring, this implies 
that R is semiprimitive. As in the proof of Proposition 4.4(b), we see that 
J(S) is nilpotent. 
This implies that J(S) = P, n ... n P,? where P, t..., P,, are the minimal 
primes of 5’. (There are only finitely many by Proposition 3.7.) Let J, be the 
intersection of the right primitive ideals of S containing P,. Then J(S) = 
J,n ... n J,. This implies each Ji = Pi, for if not, say J1 3 P,, then 
J, n (nj, 1 P,) = J(S) c P, , so some P, c P, for an i # 1; this, however, is 
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impossible. Thus each minimal prime ideal of S is an intersection of 
primitive ideals. 
If Q is a prime ideal of S with QcP, then QnRcPnR=O by 
Proposition 3.7, so P must be a minimal prime ideal of S. Thus P is 
semiprimitive. This shows S is Jacobson. 
Of course this result is false without the assumption that R is right 
Noetherian, as is shown by the example of Pearson and Stephenson in [43, 
Sect. 21. 
5. HYPERCENTRAL AND SIMPLE CROSSED PRODUCTS 
We now proceed to obtain conditions for the simplicity of S by studying 
the center of S when R is G-simple. We note that R is G-simple if and only 
if In R = 0 for every proper ideal I of S, so G-simplicity of R is certainly a 
prerequisite for simplicity of S. 
Recall that a ring is hypercentral if for any two ideals I, and I, of R with 
I, c I,, the ideal I,/I, contains a nonzero central element of R/I,. A hyper- 
central ring R has the a.c.c. on ideals if and only if every ideal of R has a 
centralizing set of generators, i.e., every ideal I = a, R + + a,, R where a, 
is in the center of R and a, is central mod(a, R + . . + ai-, R) for 2 d id n. 
A group G is said to be hypercentral if every nontrivial factor group of G 
has nontrivial center. One example of a hypercentral group is of course a 
nilpotent group. In fact, a finitely generated hypercentral group is nilpotent 
by a result of Mal’cev [34]. Hypercentral groups are discussed in Robin- 
son [46]. 
Suppose S is a strongly G-graded ring with base ring R. We say R is 
G-hypercentral if for any two G-invariant ideals I, and I, of R with I, c I,, 
there is an element rEI,\I, such that r + I, S is central in S/I,S. If 
S = (R, G, 0, p) is a crossed product, this is equivalent to the existence of 
an r E I,\I, such that r + I, is central in R/I, and rO(“)- r E I, for every 
ge G. We want to prove that for hypercentral groups G, the ring S is 
hypercentral whenever R is G-hypercentral. We would like to thank K. A. 
Brown for suggesting we state these reults for G-hypercentral rings instead 
of just G-simple rings. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose S is a strongly G-graded ring with base ring 
R. Jf G is a hypercentral group and R is a G-hypercentral ring, then S is a 
hypercentrul ring. 
Proof: We first show that if R is a G-hypercentral ring and N is a sub- 
group of the center of G, then S(N) is a G/N-hypercentral ring. Let J and I 
be G/N-invariant ideals of S(N) with JC I and let s be an element of I\ J 
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whose support is as small as possible. We may assume 1 is in the support 
of s. Let X be the set of elements of the support of s except 1, and set 
Id,(Z)= rER r+ c 
1 I 
S,EZfor some s,ES(g) for gEX 
REX I 
, 
with Id,(J) defined simimarly. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, it is easy 
to see that these are G-invariant ideals of R, since N is central. 
Since s is an element of I\J of minimal support, a standard argument 
shows Id,(J) c Id,(Z), so there is an r E ld,(Z)\Id,(J) such that r + Id,(J) S 
is central in S/Id,(J) S. We may suppose s = r + CRE x sg where each 
sx E S(g). If h E G and y, is any element of S(h), then using the centrality of 
the coset of r, we see that y,r - ry, E Id,(J) S(h). One can now show that 
there is a t E JS(h) such that y,s - sy,, - t has smaller support than s (again 
using the centrality of the elements of X). This is an element of IS(h) which 
has smaller support than s, we can conclude, using the strength of the 
grading, that it is in JS(h). Thus y,s - sy, E JS(h). This shows that s in cen- 
tral mod JS. 
We now proceed to prove the proposition by translinite induction. 
Define an ascending sequence Z, of normal subgroups of G as follows: 
Z,= (1); given Z,, Z,,, is the subgroup of G containing Z, such that 
Z, + , /Z, is the center of G/Z, ; and for a limit ordinal i, Z, = U, ~ j. Z,. 
Since G is a hypcrcentral group, there is an ordinal ~1 such that G = Z,,. We 
will prove that for each c[ < p, the ring S(Z,) is G/Z,-hypercentral. 
If this is false, then there is a smallest A for which it fails. By hypothesis, 
,? > 0, and by the above, ;1 cannot be a successor ordinal. Thus 1. is a limit 
ordinal, in which case S(Z,) = IJ, < j. S(Z,). Let Jc I be G/Z,-invariant 
ideals of S(Z,). There must be an cr<i and an XE(Z~S(Z,))\(J~S(Z,)) 
such that the image of x is central in S mod(Jn S(Z,)) S. Since this latter 
ideal is contained in JS, x is central in S mod JS. Since .Y E Z\ J, this shows 
S(Z;) is G/Z,-hypercentral. This contradiction proves the proposition. 
One possible converse to Proposition 5.1 is false: even if G is Abelian, S 
may be hypercentral without R being either hypercentral or G-hypercen- 
tral. To see this, consider the following example with G = Z. Let k be a 
field, let 1c, be an automorphism of k of infinite order, and set R = k[t; $1. 
Define an automorphism cp of R by setting cp(C;=, tiEi) =x;=O tie- ‘(a,). 
We claim the skew group ring R * Z = R[x, x i; ‘p] is hypercentral, but R 
is not cp-hypercentral. 
Note that the center of R is the fixed field k@, so tR = Rt is a nontrivial 
proper q-invariant ideal of R which does not contain a central element. 
Thus R is neither hypercentral nor cp-hypercentral. Let J and Z be ideals of 
R * L with Jc I. Any element of R * Z can be written uniquely in the form 
C x’tja, with coefficients clii E k. Choose a nonzero element of Z\ J with the 
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least number of nonzero coefficients c(~. We may multiply f on the left by 
an appropriate power of x and on the right by an appropriate unit of k and 
assume that f = x’t’ + Cc;,,) + (,,,, x’tju,,, for some natural number 1. Since x/t’ 
is in the center of R * Z, for any IZ E Z, m E N, and a E k it is clear that 
(x”t”a)f-f(xmtma) has less nonzero coefficients than f and so is in J. 
Thus f is central mod J. This shows R * Z is a hypercentral ring. 
For the ordinary group ring RG, more detailed results on hypercentrality 
are available. See [41, Chap. 11, Sect. 3; 47, SO]. 
We will need the following result in Section 7. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If R is a semisimple Artinian ring, G is a finitely 
generated nilpotent group, and S is a strongly G-graded ring with base ring 
R, then ideals of S have centralizing sets of generators. 
Proof This follows from Propositions 5.1 and 2.5 if we can show R is 
G-hypercentral. In fact, we will show every G-invariant ideal of R is 
generated by an element which is central in S. 
Suppose I is a G-invariant ideal of R. Then I is generated by an idem- 
potent e which is central in R; we claim e is central in S. Since eR = Re = I 
and I is G-invariant, it is easy to see that eS(g) = S(g) e for all g E G, so 
IS= eS= Se. It is well-known that since e is idempotent, this implies e is 
central in S. 
Proposition 5.1 makes it clear that simplicity of S depends on the nature 
of the center of S. The following proposition describes the center of the 
crossed product R * G and is analogous to the well-known result for 
ordinary group rings. We recall from the theory of groups that for any 
group G, the set A(G) of elements of G which have only finitely many con- 
jugates is a characteristic subgroup of G, called the ,Jc. subgroup or Jc. cen- 
ter of G. (See [41, p. 1151 or [46, Sect. 4.3, p. 1211 for more details.) 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The center of the crossed product R * G is the set of 
elements of the form xKt G‘ e, rR with rI: E R such that 
(i) ,for every g E G and r E R, r”‘R’rp = r,r and 
(ii) for every g, h E G, rhmlK,, = p(h, h -‘gh)- ’ p(g, h) r;‘“). 
The center of R * G is contained in the center ?f R * A(G). 
Prooj Let x = CytC; eKrR. Then rx = xr for r E R if and only if 
ruCR)rR = rRr for every g E G. For an element h E G, e,,x = xe,, if and only if 
c Pt G e,,p(h, g) r, = xR,c e,,p(g, h) r;(‘). Equating these sums term by 
term, we see the last equality holds if and only if p(h, h ‘gh) rhmlph = 
p( g, h) rrrth) for all g E G. These two observations prove the equivalence Y 
claimed in the proposition. 
If g E G and r, # 0, then (ii) implies that rk # 0 for all conjugates k of g. 
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This implies that g must lie in A(G). Thus the center of R * G is contained 
in R * A(G). 
We now introduce a condition on the action of G on R that restricts the 
size of the center of the crossed product R * G = (R, G, CJ, p). For each 
g E G, denote by C,(g) the centralizer of g in G. We say (R, G, CJ, p) 
satisfies condition (7) if there do not exist a nonzero u E R and a nonidentity 
g E A(G) such that (i) for every h E C,(g), z/“~’ = p( g, h) ’ p(h, g) u and (ii) 
for every Y E R, r”‘“‘u = ur. 
If R is a G-simple ring and the pair (u, g) violates condition (t), and if in 
addition A(G) is the center of G, then u is a unit of R and ra’K’ = uru~’ for 
every r E R. To see this, note that condition (ii) implies that uR = Ru is an 
ideal of R, and condition (i) implies that it is G-invariant, since C,(g) = G, 
so uR = Ru = R by G-simplicity. 
If G is an Abelian group or a torsionfree hypercentral group, then A(G) 
is the center of G. (See Lemma 5.5.) Denote by RG the fixed subring of R 
under the action of G, i.e., R” = {r E R I fCR) = r for all g E G}. If G is an 
Abelian group or a torsionfree hypercentral group and we are interested in 
a skew group ring R * G for a G-simple ring R, condition (t) simply states 
that there do not exist a nonidentity element g of the center of G and a unit 
u E R” such that o(g) is the inner automorphism of R given by conjugation 
by u. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose S is a strongly G-graded ring lvith base ring R 
and G is a hypercentral group. 
(a) The ring S is simple if and anly if R is G-simple and the center of 
S is u field. 
(b) Suppose S = (R, G, O, p) is a crossed product. Jf R is G-simple, and 
(R, G, [T, p) satisfies condition (t), then S is a simple ring with center 
e,dl, 1) ’ F where F= R” n ten R is a field. 
Proolf. (a) This is clear from Proposition 5.1. 
(b) Clearly F= RG n ten R is a field since R is G-simple. It is also 
obvious that e,p(l, l))‘FrcenS, so by (a) it suffices to show 
ten Sce,p(l, 1))‘F. 
Suppose that x = I;= i ey,r, is in the center of S where g, ,..., g,, E G are 
distinct and r, ,..., r,, E R are nonzero. Fix j between 1 and n and let 
h E C&g,). Then ehx = C:‘=, e,,,p(h, gi) rr and xe,, = C:‘=, e,,,?p( g,, h) rg(“) 
are equal, so p(h, g,) r, = p( gj, h) rY(“‘. For any r E R, rx = Cy=, e,,raCK’)ri 
and xr = C:‘=, es,rir are equal, so we have r O’fl)rj = r,r. Condition (t) thus 
implies n=l and g,=l, so x=e,r,. Obviously ~(1, l)r, must be in F, 
since e, p( 1, 1) ’ is the identity of S, so the claim is proved. 
Before proceeding, we need the following fact about hypercentral groups, 
which is a consequence of [35, Theorem 11. 
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LEMMA 5.5. If G is a torsion-free hypercentral group, then A(G) is the 
center of G. 
Thus for a torsion-free hypercentral group G and a G-simple ring R, con- 
dition (t) states that there do not exist a unit UE R and a nonidentity g in 
the center of G such that (i) u~(@= p(g, h)’ p(h, g) u for every h E G and 
(ii) r d&T) = uru ~ 1 for every r E R. 
THEOREM 5.6. Suppose R * G = (R, G, CT, p) is a crossed product. If G is 
a torsion-free hypercentral group and R is a G-simple ring, then the,following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(a) R * G is a simple ring. 
(b) cen(R * G)=e,p(l, 1) ’ F where F=cen Rn RG is a,field. 
(c) (R, G, a, p) satisfies condition (t). 
Pro@ By our previous results, it is enough to show that if condition 
(t) fails, some nonzero central element of R * G is not a unit. Suppose 
u E R, g E G, g # 1 and the pair (u, g) violates (t), i.e., u is a unit, g is central 
in G, and rO@) = uru~’ for all r E R and uO(~) = p( g, h) ’ p(h, g) u for all 
h E G. Then by Proposition 5.3, x = e, p( 1, 1) ~ ’ + eyu is a nonzero central 
element in R * G. 
Suppose x is a unit, so xy = e, for some y E R * G. By a standard 
argument, y must have the form ChCU e,,r; where a and h are integers and 
r, and r,, are nonzero. (See, e.g., [41, Lemma 1.4, p. 73.) If we expand the 
product xy, the only term involving e,, is e,‘,r, and the only term involving 
eyhtl is eRh+IP(g, g’) u o(yh’rh (since g has infinite order). Since ,~y = e,, one 
of these terms must be zero and hence either p( g, g”) u”‘$)rh = 0 or r, = 0. 
Since p(g, gh) and u are units of R and ru and r,, are nonzero, this is 
absurd. Thus x cannot be a unit; this proves the theorem. 
It is not hard to see that if G is abelian, R * G is a simple ring if and only 
if R is a G-simple ring and any element x = e, p( 1, 1) ’ + C:‘=, ep,u,, where 
l,g , ,..., g, E G are distinct and each pair (ui, g,) violates condition (t), is a 
unit of R * G, since sums of this form times elements of ten R n RG are 
precisely the elements of the center of R * G. If R is a commutative ring and 
we consider a skew group ring R * G where each p( g, h) = 1, condition (7) 
holds precisely when no element of A(G) save 1 acts trivially. This obser- 
vation leads to the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. If R is a commutative ring and G is an Ahelian group 
or a torsion-free hypercentral group, then a skew group ring R * G is simple 
tf and only tf R is G-simple and no nonidentity element of the center of G acts 
trivially on R. 
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Proof. (t) This is immediate from Proposition 5.4(b). 
(-+ ) If G is torsion-free and hypercentral, this follows from Theorem 
5.6. Suppose G is Abelian. If g E G acts trivially and g # 1, then (1, g) 
violates (t), so by the remark above it will suffice to show e, + eR is never a 
unit for such a g. If g has infinite order, this follows as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.6. If g has finite order n, then 
(e,+e,)(e,-ee,+ ... +(-I)‘+ ‘eRn I)=e,-e,.=O, 
so e, + eR cannot be a unit. 
The next two examples show that various of our hypotheses are 
necessary. In [22, Sect. 11, simplicity of skew group ring R * G with R sim- 
ple and G Abelian is studied. Theorem 1.7 there suggested our Example 5.9. 
EXAMPLE 5.8. If F is a field, R = F x F x F, and G = S,, we can form the 
skew group ring R * G by letting S, permute the factors of R. Clearly R is a 
G-simple ring and condition (t) is satisfied since no nonidentity element of 
G acts trivially on R. We claim that R * G is nevertheless not a simple ring. 
Note that G is supersolvable but not nilpotent. 
In fact, if r, = (1, 0, 0), r2 = (0, 1, 0), and r3 = (0, 0, l), then x = e, + 
etz3)r1 + ec,3jrz + ec,*,r3 is a nonzero, nonunit central element of R. We omit 
the verification that x is central. We note that (x-e,)* =e,r, +e,r, + 
elr3 = e, 1 and hence x2 = 2.x. Since x # 2e,, we see that x cannot be a unit. 
EXAMPLE 5.9. If R = W is the division ring of real quaternions and 
G = { 1, g} is the group with two elements acting on R by ry = -iri, then g 
acts as conjugation by i and iE R”, yet the skew group ring R * G is 
isomorphic to M*(C) and hence is a simple ring. 
6. LOCALIZATION, THE SECOND LAYER CONDITION, 
AND THE ARTIN~REES PROPERTY 
In commutative rings every prime ideal is localizable. In noncom- 
mutative rings, even Noetherian ones, certain obstructions to localization 
occur. Some of these obstructions occur because two prime ideals are 
“linked” in some way, so that it is impossible to localize at one of the ideals 
without localizing at the other as well. This leads us to hope that at least 
we can intersect all the prime ideals connected to a given one via a 
sequence of links and get a localizable semiprime ideal. Jategaonkar [26] 
has introduced a condition that enables us to do this when the set of linked 
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primes is finite and to possibly do something similar when the set of linked 
primes is infinite; Brown [6] has also introduced a similar condition. We 
will now give a brief description of Jategaonkar’s condition and the current 
results about localization. In general we will follow Jategaonkar’s ter- 
minology in [28], except that we will denote the localization of R at the 
right Ore set C by RC ‘; Jategaonkar denotes it by Rc. For a more 
detailed account of these results, see [28] and [S]. 
In this section we will define and discuss Jategaonkar’s second layer and 
strong second layer conditions. In the next section we will prove that cer- 
tain group-graded Noetherian rings satisfy the second layer condition. 
Suppose Q and P are prime ideals of a Noetherian ring R. Then there is 
a (right) fink from Q to P (denoted Q -+ P) if there is an ideal A with 
QP & A c Q n P such that (Q n P)/A is torsionfree as a left R/Q-module 
and as a right ii/P-module. (This is sometimes called a serond Itzyer link,) 
Given a prime ideal P of R, we define the dique of P to be the smallest set 
X of prime ideals of R containing P and closed under links (both to the 
right and the left). 
If I is an ideal of R, we define gR(I) to be (Y E R / Y f I is regular in R/Z]; 
we omit the subscript R if the ring in question is clear. If 1 is a semiprime 
ideal, we say I is right ~~eaI~~a~le if g(Z) is a right Ore set and f is 
dnssically right locaiizahlt if in addition the Jacobson radical of the 
localized ring R, = R%‘(Z) ’ has the right AR property (see below). For a 
clique X to be classically right localizable, we ask that V?(X) be right Ore 
and that some other technical conditions hold: see 128, Sect. 7.11 or [8, 
Definition 3.1 J. It follows from [28, Theorem 54.53 or [8, Lemma I.11 
that if C is an Ore set contained in 9‘?(P), then CZM(X) = n,,,Y %‘(Q), 
where X is the clique of P. Thus if we wish to localize at the prime ideal P, 
the best we can hope to do is localize at its clique X. 
Suppose R is a Noetherian ring satisfying the second layer condition 
(defined below), P is a prime ideal of R, and X is the clique of P. If X is 
finite, then f = n X is a semiprime ideal with @(i(l) = %‘(X). In this situation, 
Jategaonkar [ZS, Theorem 7.2.53 has shown that I is classically localizable 
and that PR, is a maximal ideal of the semilocal ring R,. If X is infinite, the 
situation is not so clear. One result is the following (see [56, Theorem 8; 
54, Proposition 4.5; 28, Theorem 7.2.15 3): X is classically localizable if R is 
an algebra over an uncountable field and either R is fully bounded or there 
is a finite bound on the Goldie dimensions of the rings R/Q for all Q E X. 
In case the clique X is classically localizable, the primitive ideals (ail are 
maximal) of the localization R x = R%(X)-’ are precisely the ideals QR, 
for QEX. 
It seems to be an open question whether in a Noetherian ring satisfying 
the second layer condition, all cliques are classically localizable. The best 
results to date on localization of infinite cliques are the results of Warfield 
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and Stafford just mentioned, and a result of Miller [37] stating that if R is 
a Noetherian p.i. algebra which is finitely generated as an algebra over a 
field k, all cliques are localizable. 
The second layer condition, introduced under a different name in [26, 
Sect. 31, allows the localization theory to work and in addition gives one 
other information about the ring. For example, Jategaonkar has shown 
that if a Noetherian ring satisfies the right second layer condition, then 
Jacobson’s conjecture is valid for the ring, i.e., the intersection of the 
powers of the Jacobson radical of the ring is zero [26, Theorems 5.6 and 
3.41. If the ring satisfies the right and left second layer conditions, then 
bimodule Krull dimension serves as a symmetric dimension function for the 
ring’s bimodules [27, Theorem 1.81. For more results on rings satisfying 
the second layer condition, see also [ 10, 20, 54, 561. 
If R is a right Noetherian ring and M is a uniform right R-module, then 
there is a unique ideal of R which is maximal among annihilators of non- 
zero submodules of M. This ideal is prime and is called the assassinator of 
M, denoted ass M. If R is a right Noetherian ring, it4 is a uniform right 
R-module, and P is a prime ideal of R, we say M is P-tame if A4 contains a 
copy of a uniform right ideal of R/P. (Note that P must be ass M.) If M is 
any right R-module, we say M is tame if every uniform submodule is 
P-tame for some prime ideal P (depending on the submodule). We say a 
right Noetherian ring R satisfies the right second layer condition if for any 
finitely generated tame uniform right R-module M such that ann M is 
prime, ann M = ass M. We say R satisfies the strong right second layer con- 
dition if for any finitely generated uniform right R-module M (tame or not) 
such that ann M is prime, ann M = ass M. 
In the proof of the second layer condition, we will make use of the 
Artin trees property, which we will also study in this section. We define 
three types of ArtinRees properties and state the Artin-Rees lemma in a 
noncommutative setting. We state a result of McConnell which says that 
an ideal in a Noetherian ring generated by a commuting set of normalizing 
elements has the AR property. (An element a of R is said to be a normaliz- 
ing element or a normal element if aR = Ra; one example is a central 
element a.) From this we deduce that every ideal in a principal ideal ring 
has the AR property. In Proposition 6.5, we show that the existence of 
“enough” AR ideals in a Noetherian ring implies the second layer con- 
dition. 
The ArtinRees property has long played an important role in the study 
of localization, particularly since the important papers of Goldie [ 1 S] and 
McConnell [36]. In proving that Noetherian rings satisfy the second layer 
condition, we make heavy use of this property of ideals. Unfortunately, we 
have to distinguish three different types of Artin-Rees property. We do not 
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know if these three properties are distinct for general Noetherian rings; 
every ideal in a commutative Noetherian ring has all three of the proper- 
ties. The Artin-Rees property is discussed in [36, 11, Chap. 111. 
An ideal I of R is said to be right AR or to have the right AR property if 
for any right ideal K of R there is a positive integer m such that 
K n r” c KI. An ideal I is said to be strongly right AR (or fully right AR) if 
for every right ideal K of R there is a positive integer m such that 
(KnI”) I= Kn I”+’ for every n 3 m. An ideal I is said to be very strongly 
right AR if for every sequence K,, K,,..., of right ideals of R such that 
(K,,nP”)IcK+, for each n, there is a positive integer m such that 
(K,,nI”)I=K,,+,nI”+’ for all n 3 m. (By replacing K,, n I” by L,,, we see 
that the very strong right AR property is equivalent to the property that 
for any sequence L,, L, ,..., of right ideals of R with L,, G I” and L,, I E L,, + , 
for each n, there is a positive integer m such that L,,I= L,,+ , for all n 3 m.) 
It is easy to see that each of the above properties implies the ones 
preceding it. It is also easy to check that if 7~: R + R is a surjective ring 
homomorphism and I has one of these properties in R, then K(Z) has the 
same property in R. 
We can relate the very strong AR property with the Noetherianness of a 
certain ring of polynomials, as the following lemma shows. The lemma 
after this shows how we can exploit this equivalence. Suppose I is an ideal 
of a ring R; the Rees ring of I over R is the subring R*(I)= 
R + tI + t’12 + ., of the polynomial ring R[t]. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let R he right Noetherian and let I he an ideal of R. Then I 
is very .stronglJ, right AR lf and only lf the Rees ring R*(I) is right 
Noetherian. 
Proc$ (-+) Let K be a right ideal of R*(Z) and set / 
c t/r, E K for some r( ,,..., r, , E R with each r, E 
,=O 
Clearly each Id,(K) is a right ideal of R contained in I’ and since tZc R*(I), 
it is also clear that each Id,(K) ZG fd,, 1(K). Thus by the very strong right 
AR property, there is a positive integer m such that Id,,,+,(K) = Id,,(K) I’ 
for all i. For 0 < f < m, pick ,fj” ,..., f )“‘) E K of degree I such that the leading 
coefftcients of these polynomials generate Id,(K) as a right ideal. Then just 
as in the standard proof of the Hilbert Basis Theorem, one can show that 
f A’) ,..., f p) ,..., f I:) ,..., ,f !,!p) generate K as a right ideal of R*(I). 
(+) Suppose now that R*(I) is right Noetherian and let K,, K, ,..., be a 
sequence of right ideals of R such that K,c I’ and K,IG K,, , for each 1. Set 
K”‘= Kc,+ tK, + ... + PK.+ t’+‘K-Z+ ti+2K I2 + .... Each K(‘) is a right 
ideal of R*(Z) and K(O) 5 i(r) E ...‘, so by right Noetherianness, there is a 
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positive integer m such that Kc”’ = K’“+‘) for all n 3 m. This implies that 
&~=K,, for all n 3 m, so I is very strongly right AR. 
LEMMA 6.2. In a right Noetherian ring, any ideal generated by a com- 
muting set of normalizing elements is very strongly right AR. 
Proof: In [36, Corollary lo], it is shown by iterated use of the Hilbert 
Basis Theorem that the Rees ring R*(Z) is right Noetherian. The lemma 
thus follows from Lemma 6.1. 
Actually it suffices in Lemma 6.2 to assume that I has a normalizing set 
of generators which commute. McConnell [36, Lemma 81 has shown that 
any ideal in a right Noetherian ring which is generated by normalizing 
elements is right AR; Nouaze and Gabriel [40, Sect. 2.71 have shown that 
any ideal in a right Noetherian ring which has a centralizing set of 
generators is right AR. (A nice proof of the result of Nouaze and Gabriel is 
given by Roseblade [49, Sect. 51.) However, an ideal with a normalizing 
set of generators need not have the AR property. In [ 11, Example 11.1, 
p. 1401, an example is given of a finite dimensional algebra R and an idem- 
potent ideal I= a, R + a2 R, where a1 is a normalizing element of R and az 
is central mod a, R, such that I does not have the right AR property. 
The last lemma shows that every ideal in a commutative Noetherian ring 
has the very strong AR property and the next two lemmas show this is also 
true in any principal ideal ring. The general localization theory shows that 
in a Noetherian ring satisfying the second layer condition, every prime 
ideal with the AR property is classically localizable. This follows from [28, 
Theorem 7.2.51 since if P is a right AR prime ideal of R and Q -3 P, then 
Q = P. (In fact, if Q vvf P and I is a right AR ideal of R contained in P, then 
I is contained in Q. To see this, note that the definition of link implies that 
there are ideals A and B of R with A c B and r - ann(B/A) = P and 
1 - ann( B/A) = Q. Thus there is an n such that r’B z I” n B c BIG A, and 
so I” c Q and hence IL Q.) Thus Proposition 6.5 implies that if every 
prime ideal in R has the AR property, every prime ideal in R is classically 
localizable. 
LEMMA 6.3. Jf R is u ring with the a.c.c. on right annihilators and I is an 
ideal of R which is principal as a right and left ideal, then I is generated Hal a 
normalizing element. 
ProoJ Suppose I= Ry = xR for x, y E R. Then x = ay for some a E R, so 
ayR = xR = I and hence al = I since yR E I. Choose a positive integer n 
such that r - ann(a”) = r - ann(a”‘) and let iE In r - ann(a”). Since Z= a”I, 
there is a jE Z such that i= a’rj. For this j, 0 = a”i= a”‘j, so jE r - 
ann(a*“) = r - ann(a”) and hence i = a’lj= 0. This shows that r - ann(a”) n 
Z= 0, so a fortiori, r - arm(a) n I = 0. 
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If i E Z, then ai E I and so there is an Y E R such that ai = UJY. This implies 
that a(i-yr)=O, so i- yrEr - arm(a) n I and hence i= yr. Thus 
yR=Ry=I. 
COROLLARY 6.4. If R is a principal (right and kft) ideal ring, then every 
ideal in R has the very strong AR property, und hence R satisfies the second 
layer condition and every prime ideal in R is classically localizable. 
We need to introduce some terminology. A ring R is said to be right 
poly-AR or right AR separated if for any prime ideals Q and P of R with 
Q c P, there is an ideal I of R with Q c ZG P such that I/Q has the right 
AR property in R/Q. We also need to introduce a compact terminology to 
indicate cases where the second layer condition (possibly) fails. For the rest 
of this paper, we will call a pair of prime ideals (Q, P) of R an undesirable 
pair if (i) Q c P and (ii) there is a finitely generated uniform right 
R-module A4 such that M is P-tame and ann A4 = Q. 
The next proposition provides a large class of rings which satisfy the 
right second layer condition. Note that the proof shows we can actually 
replace the second layer condition by the strong second layer condition in 
the conclusion of the lemma. (This result appears in [27, Proposition 4.11.) 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let R be u right Noetheriun ring. !f either R is right 
,fully bounded or right AR sepuruted, then R sutisfi’e.s the right second layer 
condition. 
Proof If R is right fully bounded, then the lemma follows from the fact 
that a finitely generated torsion module over a prime right bounded right 
Noetherian ring is unfaithful. 
Suppose R is right AR separated and (Q, P) is an undesirable pair of 
prime ideals in R, so there is a finitely generated uniform right R-module 
M, with ann M= Q. which contains a submodule U with ann U = P. 
There is an ideal I of R with Q c ZE P such that I/Q is right AR in R/Q. 
Since M is an R/Q-module, U is an essential submodule of M, and UI = 0, 
there is an n such that MI” = 0, as in the proof of [ 11, Lemma 11.43. Since 
ann M = Q, we see I” G Q and so Zc Q. This contradiction shows no 
undesirable pair of prime ideals exists in R. 
The next result shows how certain localizations affect the second layer 
condition. 
LEMMA 6.6. If R is u right Noetheriun ring, C is u right Ore set in R, and 
Q and P ure prime ideals qf R disjoint from C with Q c P, then (Q, P) is an 
undesirable pair of prime ideals in R tf and only y‘ (QC ‘, PC ’ ) is an 
undesirable pair qf prime ideals in RC ‘. 
Proof: It is well known that disjointness of C from P and Q implies 
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that Cc VR(P) n (?ZR( Q) and that PC- ’ and QC ’ are prime ideals of 
RC-’ with QC’c PC-‘. (See, e.g., [3, 2.10, p. 211.) 
(t ) Suppose M is a finitely generated uniform right RC ‘-module 
with ann RCm’(M)= QC’ and I/ is a copy of a uniform right ideal of 
RC ‘/PC-’ such that U c M. We can clearly choose a finitely generated 
R-submodule N of M such that NC ’ = M. Such an N is C-torsion-free 
and hence is easily seen to be a uniform R-module. 
If I= ann N, then it is clear that Q z I since MQC ’ = 0. Now IC ’ is 
an ideal of RC ’ by a result of Jategaonkar and Ludgate (independently; 
see [ll, Theorem 1.31]), so MZC ’ =NC ‘ZC ’ = NZC ’ =O. This 
means that QC ’ = ZC ‘, so since CC U,(Q), we have Q = I = ann N. 
Set V = U n N G N; as above ann V = P. Furthermore, since U,,. I_ P(. I is 
nonsingular and C s g,JP), we have that V,., is nonsingular. Thus V con- 
tains a copy of a uniform right ideal of R/P and so (Q, P) is an undesirable 
pair of primes in R. 
(-) Let M be a finitely generated uniform right R-module with 
ann M= Q, such that A4 contains a uniform right ideal U of R/P, and set 
N = {m E M 1 uzc = 0 for some C’E C}. Since C is right Ore, N is a sub- 
module of M and since Cc %,JP), we have U n N = 0. Uniformity of M 
implies that N = 0; therefore A4 is C-torsionfree. 
Thus MC’ is a finitely generated uniform right RC’-module. As 
above, we can see that MQC ’ = 0. If r E R, L’ E C and MC ‘rc ’ = 0, then 
since M embeds in MC ‘, we see Mr = 0 and so r E Q. Thus it follows that 
ann(MC’)=QC’. 
As above, UC ’ is a finitely generated uniform right RC ‘-module; 
moreover, since Us RIP, we have UC ’ c (RIP) C ’ z RC ‘/PC ‘. This 
implies that UC ’ is a copy of a uniform right ideal of RC~ ‘/PC- ’ con- 
tained in MC ‘, and hence (QC ‘, PC ’ ) is an undesirable pair of prime 
ideals in RC ‘. 
COROLLARY 6.7. Jf R is u right Noetheriun ring sati.fikg the right 
second la)‘er condition and C is u right Ore set in R, then RC’ satkfks the 
right second layer condition. 
Proqf: This follows from the last lemma and the bijective correspon- 
dence between prime ideals of RC- ’ and prime ideals of R disjoint from C. 
(See [3, 2.10, p. 211.) 
7. THE SECOND LAYER CONDITION AND 
LOCALIZATION IN STRONGLY GROUP-GRADED RINGS 
We now turn to the question of when the strongly G-graded ring S 
satisfies the second layer condition. At the end of this section we give some 
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applications. Since we are interested in Noetherian rings, we restrict our 
attention to polycyclic-by-finite groups G. We will show among other 
things that if the base ring R is a commutative Noetherian ring, S satisfies 
the second layer condition. This has been proved for the ordinary group 
ring RG by Jategaonkar [27, Theorem 4.51 and Brown [6, Proposition 2.2 
and Theorem 4.21; in fact, both authors prove slightly stronger properties. 
Our proof will lean heavily on the AR property, as do their proofs. The 
following result is similar to one of Roseblade [49]. 
LEMMA 7.1. Suppose S is a strongly G-graded ring with base ring R. If R 
is a right Noetherian ring, G is a polycyclic-by-finite group, and I is a G-in- 
variant very strongly right AR ideal of R, then IS is a very strongly right AR 
ideal of S. 
Proof We can define a strong G-grading on S[t] in a natural way by 
declaring the g-component to be S(g)[t], so the base ring is R[t]. Let 
R*(I) be the Rees ring R + tZ+ t*I* + ..., of Z over R and define 
S( g, I) = R*(Z) S(g) = S(g) + tZS( g) + t’I’S( g) 
Since I is a G-invariant ideal, we note that r’S( g) r”S(h) = I”+,,( gh), so 
since t is central, the subring S*(Z) = CREG. S(g, I) of S[t] is a strongly 
G-graded ring with base ring R*(Z). 
By Lemma 6.1, R*(I) is right Noetherian and hence by Proposition 2.5, 
S*(Z) is right Noetherian. Using G-invariance of I again, it is not hard to 
see that S*(I) is just the Rees ring of the ideal IS over the ring S and so by 
Lemma 6.1, IS is a very strongly right AR ideal of S. 
In the next lemma we single out an important part of the proof of our 
main theorem. In its proof and in the proof of Corollary 7.4, we need the 
following fact: if I is a G-invariant ideal of R, then the ideal of R generated 
by In ten R is G-invariant. 
To prove this fact, we define a map qn from R to R for each g in G. Let 
h= g-‘. Since S(h) S(g) = R, there are elements si’),..., sp” E S(h) and 
$1) p; >'.', s(“) E S(g) with C;= , sk)si) = 1. y F or r E R, define qn(r) = x;= , sj,‘)r.$‘). 
This is clearly an additive map from R to R: in addition, cp,(cen R) c 
ten R. To see this, suppose x E ten R and r E R. Then 
cp,(x) r= i (0 (i) S/r XSR ysiJ).T;) = C sj:)s~)rsj/)xs,~) 
i= I ,=I 1. ;
= i rsj/)xs2) = q,(x). 
,=I 
One can check that ‘pK is actually a ring homomorphism from the center of 
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R to itself, and if we define an analagous map (P,,, then qn and q,, are inver- 
ses. Thus ‘pg is an automorphism of the center of R. 
To show the ideal generated by In ten R is G-invariant, we have to 
show that for any x E In ten R, r E R, and sg E S(g) and sh E S(h) (for any 
g E G and h = g- ‘), there are y E In ten R and r’ E R such that s,,xrsy = yr’. 
In fact it is easily verified, computing as above, that 
s,,xrs, = (shy) xs, = s,,rs,(p,(x) = cp,(x)(s,rs,). 
This proves the claim, since q,(x) E In ten R and shrsy E S(hg) = R. 
LEMMA 7.2. If R is a right Noetherian ring, G is a polMvcyclic-hy$inite 
group, and S is a strongly G-graded ring uith base ring R, then there does 
not exist an undesirable pair (Q, P) of prime ideals of S such that Q n R = 
PI-JR. 
Proqfi Suppose that (Q, P) is an undesirable pair of prime ideals in S 
with Q n R = P n R. Since Q n R is a G-invariant ideal of R, we know that 
(Q n R) S is an ideal of S contained in Q and (Q/(Q n R) S, P/(Q n R) S) 
is an undesirable pair of prime ideals in S/(Q n R) S. Since this latter ring 
is a strongly G-graded ring with base ring R/Q n R, we may pass to 
R/QnR and so assume QnR=PnR=O. 
By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, this implies that R is semiprime and hence 
C= VR(0) is a right Ore set in R with RC ’ semisimple Artinian. 
Proposition 4.2 implies that C is a right Ore set of regular elements in S 
and that we can define a strong G-grading on SC’ so that the base ring is 
RC ‘. (Moreover, by that proposition, we see that the localized ring is 
actually a crossed product, but we will not need to make use of this fact.) 
Since QnR=PnR=O it follows that QnC=PnC=@. Lemma 6.6 
therefore implies that (QC ‘, PC-~ ‘) is an undesirable pair of prime ideals 
in SC ‘. Thus we may assume R is a semisimple Artinian ring. 
By Proposition 2.4, G has a normal series 1 = G, E G, c . c G,, c 
G ,)+ I = G such that G/G,, is finite and G,/G,- , is free Abelian for 1 d id n. 
We will prove the lemma by inducing on the minimum n such that G has a 
normal series as described. If n = 0, then G is finite, so by Proposition 3.7, 
we cannot have prime ideals Q and P of S with Q c P and Q n R = P n R. 
(One can also note that in this case S is Artinian, so there cannot exist one 
prime ideal of S which strictly contains another.) Thus the lemma is 
vacuously true for n = 0. 
Suppose now that n > 1 and that for any polycyclic-by-finite group H 
which has a normal series 1 = H,, L .. . S. H, c H,n + , = H as described 
above with m <n, the lemma holds for any strongly H-graded ring with 
right Noetherian base ring. 
Since we can regard S as a strongly G/G,-graded ring with base ring 
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S(G, ), the induction hypothesis implies that Q n S(G, ) c P n S(G,). Since 
R is semisimple Artinian, ideals in S(G,) have centralizing sets of 
generators by Corollary 5.2. 
Set I= S(G, ) n Q; since G, is normal in G, it is clear that 
S( g- ’ ) ZS( g) = I for every g E G. Thus if we regard S as a strongly G/G,- 
graded ring with base ring S(G,), we see that Z is a G/G,-invariant ideal of 
S(G, ) and hence that IS is an ideal of S contained in Q; also S/IS can be 
given a strong G/G,-grading so that its base ring is S(G,)/Z. Furthermore, 
(Q/ZS, P/IS) is an undesirable pair of prime ideals in S/IS. Thus we may 
make another reduction, replacing R by S( G, )/I and G by G/G,, and hence 
assume that (Q, P) is an undesirable pair of prime ideals in S with Q A R = 
0 c P n R and that every ideal in R has a centralizing set of generators. 
This means that the ideal J of R generated by P n ten R is a nonzero 
ideal of R generated by the central elements of the G-invariant ideal P n R. 
By the remarks preceding the proposition J is a G-invariant ideal of R. 
Moreover, by Lemma 6.2, J is very strongly right AR, so by Lemma 7.1, JS 
is a very strongly right AR ideal of S contained in P but not in Q. Thus 
Q c Q + JS s P and (Q + JS)/Q is a nonzero AR ideal in S/Q, since it is a 
homomorphic image of JS. Just as in the proof of Proposition 6.5, this 
implies that (Q, P) cannot be an undesirable pair of prime ideals. This con- 
tradiction proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 7.3. Suppose R is a right Noetherian ring, G is a pol~~c~~clic-hy- 
,finite group, and S is u strongly G-graded ring with base ring R. !f ,for un)’ 
two G-prime ideals Z and J qf R with Zc J, there is a G-invariant ideul K of 
R with ZC K&J, such that K/Z is a very strongly right AR ideal qf R/Z, then 
S satisfies the right second layer condition. 
Proqf: If (Q, P) is an undesirable pair of prime ideals of S, then by the 
previous lemma we must have Q n R c P n R. These are G-prime ideals of 
R, so by hypothesis there is a G-invariant ideal K of R with Q n R c Kc 
P n R, such that K/( Q n R) is a very strongly right AR ideal in R/( Q n R). 
As usual we may pass to R/Q n R and hence assume Q n R = 0. 
This implies that KS is a right AR ideal of S and KS’s (P n R) Ss P 
while KS is not contained in Q. Thus Q c KS + Q E P and (KS + Q)/Q is a 
right AR ideal in S/Q. As in the proof of Proposition 6.5, this contradicts 
the assumption that (Q, P) is an undesirable pair of primes. This proves the 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 7.4. Let G he a polycyclic-by-finite group and S a strongly 
G-graded ring with base ring R. Then S satisfies the right second laver con- 
dition if either R is a right Artinian ring, R is a G-simple right Noetherian 
ring, R is a right Noetherian p.i. ring, or R is a principal ideul ring. 
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Of course if R is a commutative Noetherian ring it satisfies the 
hypothesis of the corollary. 
Proof In each case we verify the AR condition in the hypotheses of the 
last theorem. Since each of the hypotheses in the corollary remains true in 
any factor ring, we may suppose I= 0, so R is a G-prime ring and J is a 
nonzero G-prime ideal of R. Since R is right Noetherian in every case, 
Lemma 3.5 implies R is semiprime. 
Of course if R is G-simple no such J can exist, so we are done. If R is a 
principal ideal ring, J is a very strongly right AR ideal by Corollary 6.4. If 
R is right Artinian, then R is semisimple and so J is generated by a central 
idempotent and hence has the very strong right AR property. Finally, if R 
is a right Noetherian p.i. ring, the ideal J contains a nonzero central 
element of R by a well-known result of Rowen (see [Sl, Theorem 1.6.271) 
since R is semiprime. This means that the ideal K of R generated by 
ten R nJ is a nonzero G-invariant ideal which has the very strong right 
AR property by Lemma 6.2. 
This result of course leaves a very natural question to which we do not 
know the answer: if R is a [right] Noetherian ring satisfying the [right] 
second layer condition, G is a polycyclic-by-finite group, and S is a 
strongly G-graded ring with base ring R, does S satisfy the [right] second 
layer condition? We do not even know the answer for the ordinary group 
ring R Z or the polynomial ring R[.u]. Lemma 7.2 shows that the only case 
of undesirable primes (Q, P) we need consider is the one where Q n R = 
0 c P n R. The next result shows that for a finite group G, the answer to the 
above question is yes if R is Noetherian. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. Let G he a finite group und R he a Noetheriun ring und 
let S he a strongly G-graded ring w+th base ring R. Then R satisfies the right 
second layer condition tf and only (f S does. 
Proqf: ( + ) Suppose (Q, P) is an undesirable pair of prime ideals in S. 
Since Q n R is a G-invariant ideal, we may pass to R/Q n R and 
S/(Q n R) S and hence assume Q n R = 0. This means that R is semiprime. 
Suppose that M is a finitely generated uniform right S-module with 
ann M = Q and suppose Us A4 is a copy of a uniform right ideal of S/P. 
We now proceed to adapt the last part of the proof of [27, Theorem 4.51 
to this more general setting. Since R is semiprime right Noetherian, 
Proposition 4.2 implies that V,JO) is a right Ore set in S. Since Y&(O) n 
Q=@, this implies VR(0)~&(Q) as in [19, Lemma 1.63 or [3, 2.10, 
p. 211. Similarly %J R n P) c %?,J P). This implies that (S/P).icRn pj is a tor- 
sion-free module. Since R/(R n P) is a semiprime Noetherian ring, this 
implies U is a tame right R/( R n P)-module and hence U is a tame right 
R-module with ass U contained in the set of minimal primes of R n P. 
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Choose an R-submodule N of M maximal with respect to U n N= 0. 
Then U is an essential R-submodule of (M/N), and hence (M/N), is tame 
and ass(M/N), is contained in the set of prime ideals minimal over R n P. 
It follows from [27, Theorem 2.11 that there is a sequence M = M, 1 
M n ~, 2 .. 2 M, = N of R-submodules of M such that each MijMimm, is 
isomorphic to a uniform right ideal of R/P,; here Pi is a prime ideal for 
which there is a sequence PI’),..., P$“” = Pi of prime ideals with 
P!O) E ass( M/N) and P(j) -+ PC’ ‘) for 1 < j<mi. We claim that each Pi is a 
nonminimal prime of R. If this is not true, then there are prime ideals Q, Q’ 
of R such that Q-Q’ and Q is a minimal prime of R but Q’ is not 
minimal, since by Proposition 3.7(c), no element of ass(M/N), can be a 
minimal prime of R. The existence of such a Q and Q’ would, however, 
contradict [28, Proposition 7.4.81 since R has an Artinian quotient ring. 
Thus each P, is a nonminimal prime ideal. This implies that if 
T= ann,(M/N), then T is not contained in any minimal prime ideal of R, 
since Tz P,; .. P,. 
It follows that X= n,,, TX is not contained in any minimal prime ideal 
of R, so Xf 0. Thus X’S= SX is a nonzero ideal of S. Note that MXS = 
MSX = MX c N and so MXS n U = 0. Since MXS is an S-submodule of M 
missing U, this means that MXS = 0. Thus XS s ann M= Q, so XC Q n 
R = 0. This contradiction shows no undesirable pair (Q, P) can exist. 
(t ) Suppose (Q, P) is an undesirable pair of prime ideals in R. By 
passing to R/n,, (; Q’, we may suppose R is semiprime and n, 6 c; QK = 0, 
so Q is a minimal prime ideal of R. Since R is Noetherian, we have seen in 
Proposition 4.2 that C = %YJO) is an Ore set of regular elements of S and 
that SC ’ is Artinian. Thus S has a Artinian quotient ring. 
Let M be a finitely generated uniform right R-module with ann M= Q 
and let U & M be a copy of a uniform right ideal of R/P. Since $ is projec- 
tive it is easy to check that M@ S is a finitely generated right S-module 
containing a copy of U@S. Each (U@.S(&J))~ and (M@.S(g)), is 
uniform since U and U OR S(g) have isomorphic submodule lattices, so 
U @ R S and M @ R S have the same Goldie dimension as R-modules. Thus 
U OR S is an essential submodule of M OR S as an R-module and hence 
as an S-module. 
Let z= n,,, P”: we claim ann.M@ S= 0 and ann,U@ S= IS. We 
prove the second of this equalities; the proof of the first is similar. Since 
IS = Sl, it is clear that ( U 0 S) IS = 0. Suppose x E R n ann,( U 0 S). Then 
Ux=O,sox~P.Infact,each(U~S(g))x=0,andsouO(.~,xs,~~)=Ofor 
any UEU, s,ES(g), and s,-IES(g-‘). Thus S(g)xS(gp’)&P, SO 
?CE S(g ‘) PS(g)= P” for all gE G, i.e., XE I. Given any s~ann,(UOS), 
we have s=CAtGxR, and it is clear that each x, E ann( U 0 S). Since 
x,S(g-‘)Eann(U@S)nR, we have x,EIS(g). Thus .YEZS. 
Since R/Z is a semiprime right Noetherian ring and U is a uniform right 
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ideal of R/Q for a prime ideal Q minimal over I, we know U embeds in R/I 
as a right R-module. (To see this, suppose I= 0 and Q, Q2,..., Q,, are the 
minimal prime ideals of R. Then Q2 n .. n Q,I is an ideal which is not 
contained in Q. Its image must be an essential right ideal of R/Q, so by 
Goldie’s Theorem, Qz n . . . n Qn contains an x E%?‘,(Q). Since xQ = 0, it 
easily follows that r-arm(x) = Q and so XRE R/Q. This shows R/Q, and 
hence U, embeds in R/I as a right R-module.) Thus (UOS), embeds in 
(RIO 0 S,, which is isomorphic to S/IS. This is a two-sided Noetherian 
ring, so it is tame as a module over itself, since the annihilator of any right 
ideal J is equal to the annihilator of finitely many elements, namely the 
generators of (S/IS) J as a lefi ideal. Thus U@ S is S-tame, and hence 
M@ S is S-tame. 
Each assassinator prime ideal P of U@ S contains IS and hence 
P n R 3 I for each such P. This implies each such P is a nonminimal prime 
of S by Proposition 3.7. Thus it follows from [27, Theorem 2.11, as in the 
proofof(+),thatM@ShasaseriesO=M,cM,c...cM,=M@Sof 
S-submodules such that each Y - ann.(M,/M,+ ]) = Yi is a nonminimal 
prime ideal of S (since S has an Artinian quotient ring). This means that 
0 = Y - ann,(M@ S) 2 P, . P,,, which contradicts the fact that each P, is 
non-minimal. This contradiction proves no such pair (Q, P) can exist. 
Another question which our results leave open is whether the strongly 
G-graded ring S, for R commutative Noetherian and G polycyclic-by-finite, 
satisfies the strong second layer condition. In [27, Theorem 4.51, 
Jategaonkar shows this is true for the ordinary group ring RG. Our 
methods, since they involve localization, do not seem to enable one to 
prove the strong second layer condition. 
Our remarks at the start of Section 6 show that one would also like to 
get a bound on the Goldie rank of prime factors in cliques of prime ideals 
in S. We do not know whether such a bound exists. (In general no bound 
exists on the Goldie rank of all prime factors in the ring S even if G = Z, as 
is shown, e.g., by our example [ 1, Sect. 41 of a skew Laurent ring over a 
commutative principal ideal domain, having prime factors of arbitrarily 
large Goldie rank.) Brown [9] has shown that there is a uniform bound on 
the Goldie rank of prime factors in cliques of prime ideals in the group ring 
RG when R is commutative Noetherian and G is polycyclic-by-finite. He 
deduces from this that if k is a field and G is a polycyclic-by-finite group, 
then all cliques in the group ring kG are classically localizable if either k 
has positive characteristic or k is uncountable. Brown has also studied the 
link structure of the set of prime ideals in group rings of polycyclic-by-finite 
groups over commutative Noetherian rings in [7]. 
Poole [44, Sect. 43 has studied links between prime ideals in the ring 
R[x; cp] where cp is an automorphism of the commutative Noetherian ring 
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R. He shows in [44, Theorem 4.311 (using the general localization theory), 
that if in addition R is an algebra over an uncountable field k and cp is 
k-linear, then all cliques in R[x; cp] are classically localizable. (It is easily 
deduced from his proof that there is a bound on the Goldie dimension of 
prime factor rings in cliques. A similar proof shows the same result holds in 
RCx, x -I; ~~1.1 
We can state some results on localizability of single prime ideals in 
strongly group-graded rings. It is known that if G is a finitely generated 
nilpotent group and R is a commutative Noetherian ring, then all ideals in 
the group ring RG have centralizing sets of generators. (See [SO] or [47]. 
In the latter the proof of the main result can be adapted to this setting.) 
Thus the discussion before Lemma 6.3 implies that all prime ideals in RG 
are classically localizable. The next result generalizes this fact. 
Before we state the generalization, we note that even if R is commutative 
and G is Abelian, there may exist nonlocalizable prime ideals in the skew 
group ring R * G. As an example let G = Z, R = k[ r] (k a field of charac- 
teristic 0), and let R * G be the skew Laurent ring R[x, x-‘; q] where 
cp(p(t)) = ~(r - 1). Then R * G is actually the universal enveloping algebra 
of the solvable Lie k-algebra with basis X, t and Lie product [x, t] =.Y. In 
this ring, almost all prime ideals are linked to other prime ideals and hence 
are not localizable. (This example is discussed in [S, Example 1.31 and 
c531.1 
PROPOSITION 7.6. Suppose S is a strongly G-graded ring with base ring R 
where G is a finitely generated nilpotent group and R is a G-hypercentral 
Noetherian ring. Then all prime ideals in S are classically localizable. 
Proof: Proposition 5.1 implies that all ideals in S have centralizing sets 
of generators and hence have the AR property. The proposition now 
follows from the discussion before Lemma 6.3. 
The next two results give cases when individual prime ideals are 
localizable. 
PROPOSITION 7.7. Suppose R is a Noetherian ring, G is a finitely 
generated nilpotent group, and S is a strongly G-graded ring with base ring 
R. If P is a prime ideal of S with P n R = 0, then P is classically localizable. 
Proqf: Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, along with Goldie’s Theorem, imply that 
the set C of regular elements of R is an Ore set and that RC ’ is a 
semisimple Artinian ring. Thus by Proposion 4.2, C is an Ore set in S and 
the localization SC’ can be strongly G-graded with base ring RC-- ‘. In 
this ring every ideal has a centralizing set of generators by Corollary 5.2 (or 
note that RC ’ is G-simple), so the ideal PC’ is now classically 
localizable. 
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Since Cn P = 0, it is well known that C’s V.Y(P) and that PC ’ is a 
prime ideal in SC’. (See [3, 2.10, p. 211 or [19, Lemma 1.61.) Using this 
fact it is easy to see that P is classically localizable in S, since PC’ is a 
partial localization of P. 
For induced prime ideals, we can answer the question of localizability 
positively in one case. 
PROPOSITION 7.8. Let S he a strongly G-graded ring with base ring R. 
Suppose R is a commutative Noetherian ring, G is a torsion-free polycyclic- 
by-finite group, and I is a G-prime ideal qf R. Then IS is a classically 
localizable prime ideal of S. 
Proof By Lemma 7.1 and Proposition 3.6(b), IS is a prime ideal of S 
with the AR property, since Z is very strongly AR in R. Since S satisfies the 
second layer condition, our remarks before Lemma 6.3 show that IS is 
classically localizable in S. 
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